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1.0 Graflex_PT_v8.2 GUI Introduction
Before embarking on the GUI specifics, it is important to make sure the pan & tilt servo board is
properly configured. This means the Serial Interface connector J1 must be wired for the serial
interface being used. In addition, the Setup Dip Switches must reflect the same serial interface
configuration. This GUI is specifically designed to operate with Graflex Pan & Tilt Models
PT40Z, PT90Z and PT75. All of these pan & tilt heads have 16 bit absolute encoders.
1.1 Serial Interface Signal Description
The signal interface to the Servo board may be either an RS-232 or RS-422 signal interface format. The actual interface format is selected with Setup Dip Switch #1. The default setting is RS232 corresponding to Setup Dip Switch #1 in the ON position. The serial interface details are as
follows:
Table 1.1: Servo board J1 Pins







Baud Rate: 38400 (default)
Bits: 8
Start bit:1
Parity: None
Stop bit: 1
Handshake: None

Pin
No

The serial interface connector is J1. The J1 connector is a
6 pin Molex connector. Table 1.1 illustrates the J1 pins
used for the serial interface.
1.2 Setup Dip Switch Description
The Setup Dip Switches must be set to reflect the communications interface. The Setup Dip Switches are shown
below in there default configuration and described in Table 1.2. The Setup Dip Switches are discussed in the various pan & tilt operators manuals.

Name

1

Ground (Not Used)

2

RS-232 Tx,
RS-422 Tx+

3

RS-422 Tx-

4

RS-232 Ground

5

RS-232 Rcv &
RS-422 Rcv+

6

RS-422 Tx-

Table 1.2: Servo Board Dip Switches

Input Serial Interface DSW1
RS-232
On
RS-422
Off
Lens Serial Interface DSW2
Not Used

Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
On
On
Off
Not Used
SIO Type

Baud Rate DSW3 DSW4 DSW5
2400
On
On
On
4800
On
On
Off
9600
On
Off
On
19200
On
Off
Off
38400
Off
On
On
57600
Off
On
Off
115200
Off
Off
On
DSW6

Not Used

DSW7

Not Used

DSW8

Not Used
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1.3 Graflex_PT_v8.2 GUI Basics
The Graflex_PT_v8.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI), or simply the GUI, was designed to be
operated on a Windows operating system. The system has been tested on Windows XP and Windows 7.0. A Windows setup.exe is provided in the Graflex_PT_82.zip file that is to be used to
install the program. If you have any problems installing the Graflex_PT_v8.2 GUI, have your IT
professional assist.
The GUI is designed to specifically interface to the 2100045 Servo Board and provides the servo
board native messaging that is based upon earlier designs employed in the Graflex PT 150 Pan &
Tilt head.
To get started, install the GUI, properly select the appropriate Setup Dip Switches and wire the
serial input connector (J4) as described in the Operators Manual. Please read the Operators Manual to learn how to wire the board connectors to your pan & tilt head. The serial commands sent
to and received from the Servo board by the GUI are detailed in the appropriate Protocol Interface Manual. The GUI will control the following Graflex pan & tilt heads: PT40Z, PT90Z and
PT75.
The GUI was designed to have the following control features:


Manual Pan & Tilt control: The GUI has two means of manual control








Joystick


Proportional control, return to zero joystick



Independent control of pan and/or tilt



Separate pan & tilt speed range controls.

Offset Constant Speed Controls:


Separate pan & tilt constant speed controls



Command to start and stop constant speed control



Command to zero the speed



Displays the binary speed.

Absolute Position Control


Absolute pan & tilt positions set in degrees



Two separate locations may be entered



The two absolute positions may be automatically sequenced

Presets


256 separate presets may be entered. Presets are stored in the pan & tilt head



Presets may be linked to create up to a 16 preset sequence.

For further information, contact:
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2.0 GUI Overview
There are a total of 5 different screens or forms that will be described throughout the balance of
this manual. The screens to be described include the following:
 Graflex PT Control 8.2 Screen: The main screen is shown below and is the main operator

control screen. This screen will be described in detail in paragraph 3.1.

2) Version Screen: The Version Screen shows the type of pan & tilt head and the software
revision of the pan & tilt firmware. This screen is visible when the Misc Menu sub-menu
item “Version” is selected. This screen is described in detail in paragraph 3.2.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
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3) Graflex PT Setup Screen: The Graflex PT Setup Screen is used to setup the various pan
& tilt variables. Each of the primary variables can be either retrieved from or changed
and stored in the pan & tilt. This screen will be described in detail in paragraph 3.3.

4) Preset Links Screen: The Preset Links Screen is used to program and activate the link
preset sequences. This screen will be described in detail in paragraph 3.4.

For further information, contact:
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5) Link Names Screen: The Link Names Screen allows the operator to name each of the 16
potential linked preset sequences with a name that represents the sequence. This screen
will be described in detail in paragraph 3.5.
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3.0 Detailed GUI Screen Discussion
3.1 Graflex PT Control 8.2 Screen
The Graflex PT Control 8.2 Screen is the screen that is seen on start-up and is used to manually
control the Servo board. This screen has controls for manually changing the pan & tilt velocity
and position.
In addition, information is provided to the operator indicating the pan & tilt velocity and position
via text boxes. The limit status is also provided. Menus give access to a number of setup and
control functions.
Each of the Graflex PT Control functional areas will be described in the following paragraphs.

For further information, contact:
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3.1.1 Menus
There are 5 top level menus as seen below. Each of these top level menus lead to
additional screens or functions that will be further described.

3.1.1.1 File Menu: The File Menu seen below has a single sub-menu: Exit. When selected the Exit sub-menu will command the program to close as does the Exit button. Both commands execute the same program terminating code.

3.1.1.2 Comm Menu: The Setup Menu has 17 sub-menus as seen below. The first 16
are used to select the available communications port on the computer. Only the
Comm Ports in Bold are available. The last item displays a submenu that allows
the baud rate to be selected. The default baud rate is 38400 baud.

For further information, contact:
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3.1.1.3 Settings Menu: The Settings Menu has a single sub-menu item as seen below.

The Axis Offset Control is enabled when the check mark is present. This displays
the Offset controls at the base of the Graflex PT Control screen as shown below.

3.1.1.4 PT Type Menu: The PT Type Menu has 3 sub-menu items as shown below.
Each item refers to a different pan & tilt head. The common feature in each of
these 3 pan & tilt heads is that they all have 16 bit absolute encoders for position.

For further information, contact:
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3.1.1.5 Misc Menu: The Misc Menu has 3 sub-menu items as shown below. Each of
the sub-menu items further references additional screens.



Absolute Mode Selection: Either a single 10 byte position message will be returned to the computer or two 6 byte messages will be returned.



Max Preset Speed Select: When the Single Pan/Tilt Max Preset Speed submenu item is selected, the Graflex PT Control screen will display a single horizontal slider for setting the maximum preset speed but when the Separate Pan/
Tilt Max Preset Speed mode is selected, a separate horizontal slider is shown
for setting the pan and tilt preset speeds.


Single Pan/Tilt Max Preset Speed: Seen below is the check mark selecting the Single Pan/Tilt Max Preset Speed and a portion of the Preset
frame showing the single preset speed horizontal slider.



Separate Pan/Tilt Max Preset Speed: Seen below is the check mark selecting the Separate Pan/Tilt Max Preset Speed and a portion of the
Preset frame showing the separate preset speed horizontal sliders.

For further information, contact:
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Get Version: The Get Version sub-menu item commands the pan & tilt head to
return the current software version of the pan & tilt head. This information is
then displayed in the “Version” screen as shown below.

3.1.2 Joystick
The Joystick frame consists of a GUI based joystick and 2 horizontal sliders. The joystick frame
is shown to the right
3.1.2.1 Joystick: The joystick is a GUI based, software proportional joystick that allows simultaneous manual control of pan and tilt.
3.1.2.2 EL Spd Range: The EL Spd Range horizontal
slider sets the maximum allowable speed for joystick elevation.
3.1.2.3 Az Spd Range: The Az Spd Range horizontal
slider sets the maximum allowable speed for joystick azimuth.
3.1.3 Limits
The Limits frame has several GUI generated
LED type displays. Each simulated LED corresponds to a limit. There are software limits for
Left, Right, Up and Down. These software limits can be set on the Graflex PT Setup screen.
The elevation also has electrical limits for up
and down.
Each of these simulated LEDs are normally green until a limit has been exceeded.
When the limit has been exceeded, the LED will turn red until the pan & tilt has
been driven in the opposite direction and the LED will once again return to its normally green color.
For
further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
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3.1.4 Absolute
The Absolute frame contains the controls necessary to command the pan & tilt to
an absolute position. There are 2 locations that may be programmed for an azimuth
and elevation position. When the “Goto 1” or “Goto 2” button is clicked, the pan
& tilt will go to the location indicated by the azimuth and elevation for that location. In addition, the operator may click the “Auto Scan” button and the pan & tilt
will automatically sequence between the 2 locations. The time allotted to go between locations is set by the “Auto Scan Time” horizontal slider and the resulting
time is displayed in the adjacent indicator box. The Absolute frame is shown below.

3.1.5 Azimuth Position and Velocity Indicators
The azimuth position and velocity indicators are
shown at the right. The position is displayed in
degrees and is input from the pan & tilt head as
a 16 bit absolute binary position. The 16 bit binary number is converted from binary to decimal degrees for display. The velocity is derived
from the rate of change of azimuth position and
it is displayed in decimal degrees/second.
3.1.6 Elevation Position and Velocity Indicators
The elevation position and velocity indicators
are shown at the right. The position is displayed
in degrees and is input from the pan & tilt head
as a 16 bit absolute binary position. The 16 bit
binary number is converted from binary to decimal degrees for display. The velocity is derived
from the rate of change of elevation position
and it is displayed in decimal degrees/second.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
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3.1.7 Presets
The Presets frame contains the buttons and sliders to program and recall up to 256
preset pan & tilt positions. Memory is allocated in the pan & tilt for storing zoom
and focus positions should lens control be implemented. The Presets frame is
shown below.

3.1.7.1 Programming a Preset: To program a preset follow the following steps:


Position the pan & tilt to the desired azimuth and elevation position



Set the Preset Speed or Max Tilt Speed and Max Pan Speed sliders to the desired relative speed.



Depress the “Program” Button and it will turn to a yellow color. If the preset
number you wish to program is between 1 and 8, simply depress the desired
preset button. The “Program” yellow color will return to a gray and the preset
has been programmed. If the preset number you wish to program is between 9
and 256, select the preset number with the extended presets horizontal slider
and depress the “Store Preset” button. Once again, the “Program” yellow color
will return to a gray and the preset has been programmed.

3.1.7.2 Goto a Preset: To go to a programmed preset follow the following steps


Presets 1 to 8: To go to presets 1 through 8, simply depress the appropriate
preset button and the button will turn a green color. The pan & tilt will begin
moving toward the programmed azimuth and elevation preset position.



Presets 9 to 256: To go to presets 9 through 256, select the preset location with
the extended presets horizontal slider and depress the “GoTo Preset” button.
The pan & tilt will begin moving toward the programmed azimuth and elevation preset position.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.1.8 Pan Offset
The Pan Offset frame consists of the controls
necessary to provide a constant pan velocity.
Theses controls consist of a “Zero Pan” button, a “Enable Pan Offset” button, a pan
speed horizontal slider and a “Pan Offset”
indicator textbox. The Pan Offset frame is
shown at the right.
3.1.8.1 Pan Speed Horizontal Slider: The pan speed horizontal slider sets the speed for
the pan direction. The center position is zero and positive values are to the right (1
to 32767) and negative values are to the left (-1 to-32767).
3.1.8.2 Pan Offset Indicator: The “Pan Offset” indicator displays the speed that has
been set by the pan speed horizontal slider.
3.1.8.3 Zero Pan Button: The “Zero Pan” button returns the pan speed horizontal slider
to its center position and sets the pan speed to zero.
3.1.8.4 Enable Pan Offset Button: When the “Enable Pan Offset” button is a green color, the pan & tilt will respond to the pan speed control
3.1.9 Tilt Offset
The Tilt Offset frame consists of the controls
necessary to provide a constant tilt velocity.
Theses controls consist of a “Zero Tilt” button, a “Enable Tilt Offset button”, a tilt speed
horizontal slider and a “Tilt Offset” indicator
textbox. The Tilt Offset frame is shown at the
right.
3.1.9.1 Tilt Speed Horizontal Slider: The tilt
speed horizontal slider sets the speed for the tilt direction. The center position is
zero and positive values are to the right (1 to 32767) and negative values are to the
left (-1 to-32767).
3.1.9.2 Tilt Offset Indicator: The “Tilt Offset” indicator displays the speed that has
been set by the tilt speed horizontal slider.
3.1.9.3 Zero Tilt Button: The “Zero Tilt” button returns the tilt speed horizontal slider
to its center position and sets the tilt speed to zero.
3.1.9.4 Enable Tilt Offset Button: When the “Enable Tilt Offset” button is a green color, the tilt & tilt will respond to the tilt speed control

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.1.10 Step
The Step frame consists two data entry textboxes
and a Step button as shown to the right.
3.1.10.1 Az Data Entry Textbox: The Az Data Entry
Textbox can have angular data entered from +90 to –90 degrees.
3.1.10.2 EL Data Entry Textbox: The EL Data Entry Textbox can have angular data
entered from +90 to –90 degrees.
3.1.10.3 Step Button: When the “Step” Button is clicked, the pan & tilt is commanded
to step to an azimuth and elevation absolute position corresponding to the original
position plus the angular data from the two data entry textboxes.
3.1.11 Position Mode
The Position Mode frame consists of a “Position Mode” button, an “Update Rate” horizontal slider and an update rate display. The Position Mode frame is shown at the right.
The Position Mode is used to simulate the use of absolute position commands to control the pan & tilt head in a manner
similar to the velocity mode. This is done by sending absolute
position commands at a predetermined rate. The pan & tilt
will receive the absolute position command and begin moving to the required position. At the predetermined time, another absolute position command will be sent
and the pan & tilt head begin moving to the new absolute position. This will continue until the pan & tilt is commanded to stop.
To accomplish the Position Mode objective, the “Update Rate” horizontal slider in
conjunction with the “Step” command described above are used. The “Step” command determines where the pan & tilt is to go and the “Update Rate” horizontal
slider sets the timing for how often the “Step: command is sent.
3.1.11.1 Position Mode Button : The “Position Mode” button enables and disables the
Position Mode. When enabled, the “Position Mode” button is a green color.
3.1.11.2 Update Rate Horizontal Slider: The “Update Rate” horizontal slider sets the
rate that “Step” commands are sent. The range is 0.05 to 2.0 seconds.
3.1.11.3: Update Rate Display: the update rate display simply shows the time in seconds set by the “Update Rate” horizontal slider.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.1.12 Exit Button
The “Exit” button terminates the application and acts in an identical manner to
the “Exit” sub-menu item located under the “File” menu. The Exit button is
shown below.

3.1.13 Setup Button
The “Setup” button displays the Graflex PT Setup Screen which is used to setup
the various pan & tilt variables. Each of the primary variables can be either retrieved from or changed and stored back into the pan & tilt. The Graflex PT Setup
Screen will be described in detail in paragraph 3.3. The “Setup” button is shown
below.

3.1.14 Setup Preset Links Button
The “Setup Preset Links” button displays the Preset Links Screen is used to program and activate the link preset sequences. The Preset Links Screen will be described in detail in paragraph 3.4 The “Setup Preset Links” button is shown below.

3.2 Version Screen
The Version Screen is the screen that displays the information retrieved from the pan &
tilt head when the “Version” sub-menu item of the “Misc” menu is clicked. The type of
pan & tilt along with the current software version is displayed on the “Version” screen.
The Version Screen is shown below

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.3 Graflex PT Setup Screen
The Graflex PT Setup Screen is used to setup the various pan & tilt variables. Each of the primary variables can be either retrieved from or changed and stored in the pan & tilt. The major areas
to be setup are:


Pan & Tilt Preset Variables (3.3.1)



Pan & Tilt Software Limits (3.3.2)



Pan & Tilt Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) Variables (3.3.3)



Exit and Get Values Buttons (3.3.4)

Each of the Graflex PT Control functional areas will be described in the following paragraphs

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.3.1 Pan & Tilt Preset Variables
The Tilt Presets frame and Pan Presets frame are shown below.

The presets frames allow the operator to view, change or initially set the preset variables for optimizing the pan & tilt with differing payloads or operational scenarios. Each of the variables
will be described below along with acceptable range. The description will be applicable to either
the pan or tilt axis. It is applicable to a “Goto Preset” command or a go to an absolute position
command.
3.3.1.1 Max Preset Error: The Max Preset Error is the maximum number of counts the preset position may deviate from the position set by the “Program Preset”. If there are 16 bits of resolution, a single count is equivalent to 0.0055 degrees.
The Max Preset Error range is 0 to 50 counts.
3.3.1.2 Preset Ramp: The Preset Ramp is the ramp up variable. When a “Goto Preset” command
is received, the pan & tilt will ramp to its maximum speed by incrementing the speed by the
Preset Ramp variable until it reaches its maximum speed. The higher the Preset Ramp variable, the quicker the pan & tilt will reach its maximum speed.
The Preset Ramp range is 1 to 250 counts.
3.3.1.3 Preset Gain: The Preset Gain is multiplied by the preset speed from the Graflex PT Control screen and the result is the maximum speed the pan & tilt may achieve during a preset
move.
The Preset Gain range is 1 to 255.
3.3.1.4 Min Preset Speed: The Min Preset Speed is the minimum allowable preset speed. When
the pan & tilt is being ramped down, the Min Preset Speed is the lowest speed the pan & tilt
is allowed to move. This allows the pan & tilt to move to its preset position and come to a
stop with a minimum of jerky rebounds.
The Min Preset Speed range is 1 to 250.

For further information, contact:
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3.3.2 Pan & Tilt Software Limits
The Software Limits frames allow the operator to set limits of motion for both the pan & tilt
positions. When going to a preset or absolute position, pan & tilt will ramp down to the
software limit position. In the velocity mode, the pan & tilt will stop when the software limit
is reached. It is normal for overshoot to occur when in the velocity mode, so set the software
limits to accommodate for the overshoot. The software limits are stored the pan & tilt and
will remain unchanged until updated by the user.
3.3.2.1 Tilt Software Limit: The Tilt Software Limits frame is shown to the
right. Both the up software limit and
down software limit are set by the
frame. The up limit has a range of between 0 and 180 degrees and the down
limit has a range to be between –180
and 0 degrees. The tilt limits should be
set to be between +90 degrees and –90 degrees.
The tilt also has electrical limits and the software limits should be set to stop the tilt motion
prior to engaging the electrical limits.
3.3.2.2 Pan Software Limit: The Pan Software Limits frame is shown to the
right. Both the right and left software
limits are set by this frame. The right
limit has a range of between 0 and 180
degrees and the left limit has a range
to be between –180 and 0 degrees.
The pan axis normally has no electrical limits and the software limits are the only way to limit the travel. If the right limit is set to
180 degrees and the left limit is set to –180 degrees, the pan & tilt will act as if no pan limits
are implemented and will be able to continually rotate.
DO NOT set the right limit to 180 degrees and left limit to -180 degrees unless there is a slip
ring installed in azimuth. Typically the PT75 has a slip ring but the PT40Z and PT90Z do
not.
If you try to set the right pan limit to a number between 176 and 179 it will default to 176
and if you try to set the left pan limit to a number between -176 and -179 it will default to 176. This is done to make sure any overshoot will not make the pan & tilt exceed +180 or –
180 degrees.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.3.3 Pan & Tilt PAM
The Pan & Tilt PAM is the implementation of a technique that allows the pan & tilt to break
the stiction and assist in low velocity moves. The PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) is a
proprietary technique developed by ESI. The PAM Height sets the height of the pulse and
PAM Width sets the width of the pulse. We recommend low values for both height and
width. The PAM Height and PAM Width range is each 1 to 250.
3.3.3.1 Tilt PAM: The Tilt PAM frame is
shown to the right. The frame allows the
independent entry of the Tilt PAM Height
and Tilt PAM Width values. The desired
Tilt PAM Height and Tilt PAM Width are
entered into the user textboxes. The values
are stored in the pan & tilt and will be used
until a new value is entered.
3.3.3.2 Pan PAM: The Pan PAM frame is
shown to the right. The frame allows the
independent entry of the Pan PAM Height
and Pan PAM Width values The desired
Pan PAM Height and Pan PAM Width are
entered into the user textboxes. The values
are stored in the pan & tilt and will be used
until a new value is entered.
3.3.4 Exit and Get Values Buttons
3.3.4.1 Exit Button: The “Exit” button shown below terminates the Graflex PT Setup Screen.

3.3.4.2 Get Tilt Values Button: The “Get Tilt Values” button retrieves the tilt Graflex PT Setup
values. This command is automatically sent when the setup screen is activated.

3.3.4.3 Get Pan Values Button: The “Get Pan Values” button retrieves the pan Graflex PT Setup
values. This command is automatically sent when the setup screen is activated.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.4 Preset Links Screen
The Preset Links Screen as seen below is used to program and execute a sequence of previously
stored presets. There 16 separate preset link sequences each with up to 16 presets. The tasks to
be implemented are:


Program a sequence of linked presets. (3.4.1)



2 ways to initiate a linked preset sequence.(3.4.2)



Get the variables of a linked preset sequence.(3.4.3)



Link Names button.(3.4.4)



Exit Button (3.4.5)

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.4.1 Program a Sequence of Linked Presets
To program a sequence of linked presets, we must determine how many preset locations in the sequence, The order of the preset sequence, the dwell time each preset stays at its location, the preset speed and finally program the actual link defined Link #.
3.4.1.1 # of Presets: The number of presets to assign to a sequence
is determined by the textbox shown at the right. The number of
presets includes the presets repeated more than once.
3.4.1.2 Linked Preset Variables: The
Linked Preset Variables are shown
on the illustration at the right. This
illustration shows several textboxes
and horizontal sliders.


Seq #: The Sequence number is
simply a fixed column of numbers corresponding to which preset location is accessed in order.
There are a maximum of 16 presets per sequence.



Preset #: The Preset number textbox holds the preset numbers of all of the presets to be sequenced. The same preset may be entered numerous times.



Dwell Time: Each of the sequence numbers and preset locations has a textbox
which sets the amount of time (in seconds) each preset waits at its location before the next preset begins.



Preset Speed: Each of the sequence numbers and preset locations has a horizontal slider that is used to set the preset speed each preset will travel.

3.4.1.3 Program Link Button: The “Program Link” button is depressed after the Linked Preset Variables have all been set. The
“Program Link” color will then turn yellow as seen at the right.
3.4.1.4 Assign the Link Number: If the operator wants to assign the Linked Preset
Sequence to Link #1, the Link # will initially look as shown below left. When the
Link # 1 is depressed, it will turn green as shown below right and the “Program
Link” button will return to a gray color. Click the Link # 1 again to return it to it
gray color

For
further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
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3.4.2 Initiate a Linked Preset Sequence
There are two ways to initiate a Linked Preset Sequence; Pressing the Link Number or by depressing the “Auto Preset Off” button and then depressing the Link
Number.
3.4.2.1 Link Number: When the Link Number is gray as shown below, it will turn
green as seen below and begin a Linked Preset Sequence when pressed.

The sequence will continue until the Link Number is again pressed and the button
becomes a gray color.
3.4.2.2 Auto Preset Off/On Button: Another way to initiate a Linked Preset Sequence is via the “Auto Preset Off” button. The ‘Auto Preset Off” button is normally a gray color as shown below.

To initiate the Linked Preset Sequence, press the ‘Auto Preset Off” button. The
button color will turn purple as shown above and the button will read “Auto Preset
On”. Next, press the desired Link Preset Number and the sequence will begin.
There is a difference in the interpretation of the Dwell Time value. In the Auto
Preset mode, the Dwell Time is the total time between presets. Dwell times should
be much longer when using the “Auto Preset” button. When in this mode, the GUI
will display which preset is active by highlighting the Preset number in yellow as
seen below.

For
further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
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3.4.3 Get the Variables of a Linked Preset Sequence
To retrieve the preset variables assigned to a link number, use the “Get Link” button in conjunction with the Link Number button. The “Get Link” button is normally a gray color as shown below. To retrieve the variables press the “Get Link” Button and the color will change to blue as seen below .

Then press the desired Link number and the variable data will be retrieved and displayed as shown below and the :Get Link” button color will return to gray.
Note: After programming a linked preset sequence, it is advisable to perform a
“Get Link” command to be sure the sequence is correct. If not, reprogram the
link.

3.4.4 Link Names Button
The “Link Names” button allows the user to assign unique names to each of the
linked presets. The “Link
Names” button simply displays the
Link Names Screen. This
capability will be discussed in detail
in the next section.
3.4.5 Exit Button
The “Exit” button shown below terminates the Link Presets Screen.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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3.5 Link Names Screen
The Link Names screen allows the user to name the preset link sequence a name that is meaningful. This is done by simply typing the desired name into the textboxes and they will then be displayed in the Preset Links screen. The names chosen below are “Test 1” and “Test 2”.
To exit the Link Names screen simply press the Exit button and the Link Names screen will no
longer be displayed. The Link names are stored in the registry of the computer and are not stored
in the pan & tilt head.

For further information, contact:
Voice: 561-691-5959; Fax 561-691-5983
email: Sales@Graflex.com
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